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The Older Brother Bows ~Destructive Intent~



After defeating all of the gang leaders from the surrounding schools, Ritsu feels omnipotent. And then, he's confronted by none other than his older brother, Mob. Mob knew that Ritsu had wanted psychic powers for a while, so he congratulates him. However Ritsu doesn't greet his brother with kindness. Meanwhile, a mysterious man watches the brothers from a distance. He easily manages to grab Ritsu, and tries to drag him off. Mob activates his powers in order to save his brother.
Quest roles:
Yoshitsugu Matsuoka(Teruki 'Teru' Hanazawa (voice)), Seiichirou Yamashita(Inukawa (voice)), Daiki Hamano(Saruta (voice)), Ryuunosuke Watanuki(Kijibayashi (voice)), Atsumi Tanezaki(Tome Kurata (voice)), Yoshimasa Hosoya(Sakurai (voice)), Shinya Fukumatsu(Kenji Mitsuura (voice)), Kōhei Amasaki(Takeshi Hoshino (voice)), Rintarou Nishi(Fuji (voice)), Shin-ichiro Miki(Koyama (voice)), Akeno Watanabe(Female Guest (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 August 2016, 00:00
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